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First published in 1875 and read by more than eight million people, this nondenominational book

has a 119-year history of healing and inspiration. To attract a new audience, this time-honored

message of healing has a powerful new cover, easy-to-read page layout, and word index. Named

one of "75 Books by Women Whose Words Have Changed the World."
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Mary Baker Eddy (1821-1910) continues to be one of the most influential authors on the relation of

mind, body, and spirit. She was a remarkable lecturer, reformer, spiritual healer, and religious figure

whose ideas challenged mainstream beliefs about the nature of existence and the power of prayer

to heal. Although she struggled in her early adult years with poor health and financial and family

hardship, her deep love of the Bible was a continual source of comfort and support. The insights she

gained transformed her own life, and formed the basis for the pioneering ideas in Science and

Health.

I recently purchased this Kindle book so I could read and study Christian Sciene. And I found it was

a OK beginner book, and the written material was very helpful. The dealbreaker for me as I began

reading this book was not the information but the formatting and difficulty in reading the pages

because of poor formatting....please see below:While this book is like the printed form of Ms Eddy's

original printed book, the formatting is not good and too many words are hyphenated. After I



purchased this eBook, I discovered that  sells on Kindle, the authorized edition of this book.

Although it as close to 8 dollars to purchase it, it was so worth every penny.If you want to purchase

this eBook for a low price and don't mind the formatting, then you might want to consider this

book.However, if you do not mind paying the 7.69 for the authorized Mary Baker Eddy book here on

 (Kindle Edition), then I suggesr this one.

I have read this book over and over and i am inspired and learn with every reading. I have found

myself free from all sorts of ills from the inspiration which has brought me closer to the Scriptures

and God. It is a book for thinkers not for those who let others, no matter how exalted a position they

occupy, do their thinking for them.

SandH is the finest book published on spiritual healing ever written. I have had many demonstrated

healing from what I have learned from this book and I highly recommend it to anyone seeking

healing or just better understanding of the bible. Christian Science is a deeply Christian religion and

NOT a cult as some propose. You do NOT have to give up to your doctor to become a Christian

Scientist every Christian Scientist makes their own decisions about healthcare and the expanded

understanding of the Bible provided by this book is fantastic.

So grateful for this book and the wonderful healings I have had through the ongoing study of it., and

how good God is and how sweet and perfect the healings. How grateful I am.

The book is well-written, insightful, and uses a large vocabulary, and has impacted many. The

purchase was well worth the money spent. The publication is well referenced both within the

publisher and author's thought system, and without, so that clarity and ease of use is one of its

several strengths. Both a reference and as a book to read "straight through". Delivery by a third

party vendor was excellent and rapid, also.

I suggest that if you are not, to give it a shot. Even if you do not become a "follower" reading this

book might make you...think...

Seller shipped immediately! Anyone searching for the reality of existence or metaphysical healing

that is scientific, (provable), will find it in this book. My great, great Aunt was healed of blindness by

a Christian Scientist. I recently picked up a copy and was healed of several ailments by just reading



this book. I am buying copies for my friends and family. Couldn't recommend any book more

important than this aside from the bible, which is illuminated greatly by Mrs. Eddy

The metaphysics is stated differently than the current edition of Science & Health but from a historic

prospective and to glimpse a slightly different way of stating a point I found helpful.
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